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About This Game

N2O: Nitrous Oxide's gameplay is pure shooter, reminiscent of the arcade classic TEMPEST. You're stuck on the perimeter of
a tube and you job is to shoot at everything in your way. If things get too hectic, you can slam on the brakes, which stops your

forward movement for a few seconds and gives you time to change your direction or clear a path. Once you've destroyed all the
level's eggs, your next task is to take on the game's huge bosses. Graphically, the game is very bright and colorful and definitely
exhibits a techno influence. The soundtrack is done by the techno group Crystal Method, who supply some remixes as well as

older tracks, which helps put you in the groove.
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n2o whipped cream chargers

Yet another bullet hell game.
Easy to learn, hard to master.

Touhou > this;. pretty enjoyable little game... WAY too short though, i beat the entire thing in 44 minutes, and there really is no
motivation to play through it again...

that being said, that is the only negative aspect of this game...the length... it really is a lot of fun... i wish there were multiplayer
online deathmatch... i would play that often...

has some cool boss fights... decent variation of enemies throughout the game... even has a couple spots with a bit of puzzle
solving..extremely simple puzzle solving, but puzzle solving regardless...
i DO reccomend this game...
but i cannot reccomend this game for the 3.99 price tag though... i would pay .99 cents max... i got my copy from a bundle.... Its
an ok game considering the price and the fact that is early access but i will say one thing its HARD AS anything l

The puzzles are complex and so are the physics other than that its a great game specially for low end pc s. i had this running and
forgot i even bought it hahah, good game, but why called silentville?. Very over-priced. This game is junk. A bunch of assets
thrown randomly in a room for you to find.

The interface is poor, mouse speed is painfully slow, there's no setting for it, you have to hold right-mouse button to look about,
like why on earth would you not just use mouse look? And because RMB has to be held, the mouse-cursor ends up at the edges
of the screen so when you actually want to click something you have to bring it back to the center of the screen manually, it's a
mess. There's not even a custom mouse cursor.

Instead of offering a choice of the TWO rooms when you start, instead they've put that in settings. FML.

There are no achievements, so there's very little reason to play this game.

How do you make a HOG less enjoyable? Stick a timer on it, make movement difficult and restrict your view by giving you a
torch that you can;t even move around easily.

Summary: fail, I wouldn't recommend this game even for 10c.. More people should be playing this fast and fun game.. (8-bit
FMV cutscene plays, what the hell)

>OPEN DOOR

no u

>WAIT WHAT

I only understood you as far as wanting to wait.

>WHAT
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That's not a verb I recognise.. The artwork is quite beautiful for this visual novel. Unfortunately the translation is very bad.
When you want to play a visual novel you don't expect to struggle to find what they are trying to convey every other sentance.
And that is being kind. It's more like every 9\/10 sentances. If you want to market your visual NOVEL to english speaking
countries you need to get it right. Sadly I can only give a thumbs down. So much potential with the plot and lovely artwork. Try
harder.. what a joke dont buy its realy old school call of duty
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The game Marble Void does not have an option which allows players to start a new game. The ball on the gameplay screen that
players control was moving by itself uncontrollably. Next time you update this game for Windows and Xbox One, please add an
option which allows players to clear all of the saved data and another option of starting a new game.. EA game thats been in EA
for 2+ years with no updates.

Pros-
Cards.

Cons-
Everything else.
Scammer dev.. This game is really not worth buying. There is not much new things in the game. The story plot is incomplete,
the combats are repetitive, and the equipments is boring. There is nothing challenging. I truly regret buying this game.. I love
this game !!! Very Nice Balloon Fight style game !!!. Near the end you get a freakin jetpack 10\/10 would banshee again. good
video game
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